
 

Party Amarillo, LLC 
Jungle Bounce/Slide  

ATTENDANTS READ HERE: 
1. One adult attendant must supervise the unit.  Do not leave the unit unattended at any time. 

2. The attendant must read and understand the safety instructions and they are responsible to make all 

players aware of the safety rules.  Safety of the players is the responsibility of the attendant. 

3. Deflate immediately if high wind, rain, lightning, or thunder is present or approaching. 

4. The inflatable must be securely staked at all times. 

5. Only 4 at a time on the inflatable. Do not overcrowd the unit.  Players wait outside the unit for their 

turn.  

6. Weight limit per person is 150 lbs. Group children according to age, size, and abilities. No infants 

allowed.  Adults may not carry a child down the slide. 

7. Do not allow anyone to participate who is intoxicated, pregnant, or has any other physical limitations, 

including neck, back, knee, or other disabilities that may jeopardize their safety. 

8. ONE at a time down the Slide.  Go down FEET FIRST.  Do not dive, jump, or flip onto the slide.  

9. Make sure the slide landing area is clear before the next rider goes down the slide. 

10. Do not enter the inflatable through the exit or climb up the slide the wrong direction. 

11. No shoes, silly string, sharp objects, food, gum, confetti, glitter, or pets allowed. 

12. Do not climb on the outside of the inflatable or lean over the edge.  

13. Do not hang on Basketball rim inside unit. 

14. Do not allow the inflatable or motor to get wet. Keep people away from the blower and extension cords. 

TO ASSEMBLE THE GAME:  
1. The inflatable is heavy and will take 2 strong men to set up the unit.  Use caution when lifting. 

2. Dimensions are approximately 15’W x 20'L x 15'H.  Allow 5’ clearance on all sides, including the top.   

3. Pick a flat, level location free from overhead obstacles like electrical lines or trees, and also away from 

the vicinity of underground utilities or irrigation. 

4. The location must be less than 50 feet from a 20 amp dedicated circuit. 

5. Grass is the best surface.  The inflatable must be securely anchored at all times. 

6. Do not inflate the unit if high wind or rain is present.  Watch for severe weather approaching. 

7. Unroll the vinyl roll and locate the blower tubes extending from the unit. 

8. Tie one tube securely around the blower. Make sure there are no kinks in the tube. 

9. Tie off the other tube and make sure all zippers are closed under the Velcro flaps. 

10. Plug the blower into a GFI outlet and allow the unit to inflate.  Do not plug anything else into the same 

circuit or it will trip the breaker. (If a generator is used, it must be at least 4000 Watts) 

11. Use only the extension cords provided.  Do not remove the grounding pin from cord. 

12. If the blower is used on a gym floor, place a mat under the blower. 

13. Immediately anchor the unit by inserting the stakes completely into the ground at a 90 degree angle 

straight into the ground. 

14. The blower will run continuously during the event. 



15. Do not allow anyone on the unit until it is anchored and supervised by a trained attendant. 

 TO TAKE DOWN THE GAME: 
1. Clean all debris from the inflatable.  Please inform us if the inflatable is damaged, dirty, or wet. 

2. Turn off and untie the blower.  Allow the inflatable to deflate. Remove the blower and the stakes. 

3. "Square up" the inflatable and fold it into thirds. Roll it very tightly and put ties around the roll. 

 
Use extreme caution when handling the inflatable.  It is heavy and will take 2-3 men to load 


